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TRUTH WILL PREVAIL:  
1200+ Studies that Refute Vaccine Claims 

 “There is a blatantly false and dishonest public narrative that vaccines 

do not cause serious injury and death... there is such a massive amount of 

credible science that contradicts what we are being told and the current 

vaccine status quo, that we have to open an honest and unbiased 

investigation into the entire matter. THIS IS AN EVIDENCE BASED 

REPORT….”         Dr Alan Palmer 

FURTHER AVAILABILITY: go to wellnessdoc.com/1200studies or 

1200studies.com for other downloading options of this interactive eBook.  

CONTENTS include: 
• Vaccine Ingredients • Autism • Vaccine risks to the fetus during pregnancy • The 

Lynchpin – Too many shots too early • One-way vaccines cause brain damage • 

Immune activation resulting in inflammation • The epidemic of Autoimmune Diseases 

and the vaccine connection • Bias, conflicts of interest and scientific deception • 

Vaccine safety and the prevalence of vaccine injury • Central Nervous System 

Demyelinating Diseases and vaccines • Transmission of the vaccine virus to others and 

mutant strains caused by vaccines • The Sudden Infant Death connection with vaccines 

• Vaccines may cause an increased risk of contracting other infections • Vaccines are 

suspected to cause DNA damage that is passed down multiple generations • Endocrine 

(hormone) disrupting chemicals found in vaccines cause numerous health problems • 

Persecution of doctors that don’t “Tow-the-Line” • Doctors bonused for Vaccine 

Compliance • Infectious Disease – Separating fact from fiction • Mis-information and 

marketing: Common myths continue to be perpetuated • Ineffectiveness, dangers, 

misrepresentation and scandalous history of common vaccines • Benefits of contracting 

childhood infectious diseases •   The Health of Vaccinated vs Unvaccinated Children – 

The long-awaited study… • The “End Game” of the pharmaceutical industry • The 

attempt to silence the vaccine backlash • Vaccine company profits • For those that 

choose to vaccinate – What can be done to prevent adverse reactions? • Questions to 

ask if you intend to receive or give your child a vaccine 

Dr Alan Palmer: a US practising physician for 30 years, Dr Palmer works with 

spinal trauma, is widely recognised in the sports-care arena (having worked with 

hundreds of professional and world-class athletes), and helps individuals suffering from 

a wide array of health conditions, utilising functional medicine, lifestyle management 

and a clinical nutrition approach. Dr Palmer has spent three decades studying various 

healing arts and natural treatment options for health problems of all kinds. He has a 

passionate desire to educate people about the benefits of a natural healthy lifestyle. 


